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Welcome to our Autumn magazine I hope you enjoy it. 

Well the Olympics are over and the Paralympics are about to begin.  

But how close are the modern Olympics to the ancient ones held in 

Greece? 

Here is an extract from an article ’Combat at the ancient Olympics by 

Michael B. Poliakoff  

You know that the Olympic crown is 
olive, yet many have honoured it 
above life,” wrote the Greek orator 
Dio Chrysostom (c. 40-110 C.E.). 
Indeed, the occasional philosopher or 
doctor may have condemned the 
brutality and danger of ancient 
athletics, but the Greek public 
nevertheless accepted a good deal of 
hazard, injury and death. 
This is particularly true of the three 
Greek combat events—wrestling, 
boxing and pancratium (a 
combination of boxing and wrestling 
that allowed such tactics as kicking 
and strangling). Their history at 

ancient Olympia is long and eventful: Wrestling entered the program 
in 708 B.C.E., boxing in 688 B.C.E. and pancratium in 648 B.C.E. 
These gruelling sports reveal much about the aspirations and values 
of ancient Greece, about what was deemed honourable, fair and 
beautiful, both in the eyes of those of who competed and those who 
travelled to Olympia to watch. 
 
Combat sports were designed to be as physically taxing and 
uncomfortable as possible. This meant no time limits, no rounds, no 
rest periods, no respite from the midsummer sun. According to some 
ancient authors, such as Cicero (106–43 B.C.E.) and Philostratus 
(third century C.E.), boxers could bear their opponents’ blows more 
readily than the unremitting heat. And the combat athlete might well 
have gone from one hard-earned and injurious victory straight into 
another round of competition. 
 
Nor were there weight classes, so the ambitious but undersized 
athlete simply took his chances against larger competitors. In the 



event of a mismatch, the superior athlete was unlikely to show mercy. 
Some athletes were so terrifying that their opponents simply 
defaulted, allowing them to win akoniti (dust-free), without having to 
get dirty. A late-second-century C.E. athlete named Marcus Aurelius 
Asclepiades—who won the pancratium at many festivals, including 
the games held at Olympia—boasted in an inscription that he 
“stopped all (potential) opponents after the first round.” 
 

The ancient Olympic world adhered to values very different from our 
own (or what we ideally think of as our own). In a speech given in 
1908, Baron Pierre de Coubertin, the founder of the modern 
Olympics, said: “The purpose of these Olympiads is less to win than 
to take part in them,” a sentiment later echoed by the sportswriter 
Grantland Rice: 
 

For when the One Great Scorer comes 
to mark against your name, 
He writes—not that you won or lost— 
but how you played the Game. 
 
The ancient Greeks did not view their Olympics in this way. A second-
century C.E. inscription found at Olympia relates the ancient Olympic 
spirit with quiet dignity: 
 

Agathos Daimon, nicknamed “the Camel” from Alexandria, a victor at 
Nemea. He died here, boxing in the stadium, having prayed to Zeus 
for victory or death. Age 35. Farewell. 

This second-century C.E. inscription from Olympia 

memorializes the 35-year-old boxer Agathos 

Daimon, whose nickname was “The Camel.” 

Agathos Daimon had triumphed at the Nemean 

Games but died while competing at Olympia, after 

having “prayed to Zeus for victory or death.” The 

inscription is a sobering reminder of the hazards 

involved in ancient combat sports. The Greeks 

weren’t ignorant of the safety precautions taken in 

modern boxing; they simply chose to ignore them. 

As another Greek inscription, from the first century B.C.E., makes clear: “A 

boxer’s victory is gained in blood.” Photo: Anthony Milavic. 

http://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/ancient-cultures/daily-life-and-practice/ancient-combat-sports/?mqsc=E3846414&utm_source=WhatCountsEmail&utm_medium=BHDDaily%20Newsletter&utm_campaign=E6B818#note06


The chasm between ancient and modern widens further once we look 
more closely at the specific combat events contested at the 
panhellenic games. 
The Association Internationale de Boxe Amateur, whose rules govern 
modern Olympic boxing, has precise requirements for boxing gloves—
they must weigh 10 ounces, half of that weight consisting of padding, 
and they must be engineered to absorb, rather than transmit, shock. 
Association boxers must also wear headgear, mouth guards and ear 
protectors during their bouts; they must also use protection for the 
groin and lower abdomen. According to the guidelines of the Atlantic 
branch of the U.S. Amateur Boxing Association, “The main objective 
of Olympic-style boxing’s rules and the actions and decisions of the 
referee is the safety and protection of boxers.” What is remarkable 
about ancient Olympic boxing is that the Greeks recognized a number 
of ways to make the sport safer—and ignored all of them. 
 
“A boxer’s victory is gained in blood,” begins an inscription dating from 
the first century B.C.E., praising a tough and successful boxer. The 
Greeks celebrated the hazards of boxing and the damage it caused, 
and their art did nothing to sanitize this damage. Boxers in vase 
paintings bleed from the nose; sculpted statues show broken noses 
and cauliflower ears. A second-century C.E. manual on the 
interpretation of dreams, by the Greek soothsayer Artemidorus, 
observes that boxing dreams ominously foretell a deformed face and 
loss of blood. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

http://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/exhibits-events/power-and-pathos-in-sculpture/
http://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/exhibits-events/power-and-pathos-in-sculpture/




Extract from Where is the land of Sheba by Bar Kribus  

As is often the case with short but intriguing Biblical stories, the Queen 
of Sheba’s visit has been elaborated in Jewish, Christian and Islamic 
traditions. The most detailed and arguably the most influential 
development of the story appears in a book titled Kebra Nagast (The 
Glory of Kings)—a cornerstone of Ethiopian Orthodox identity and 
theology. Its date is controversial. Although some scholars date its 
composition as late as the 14th century Common Era (A.D.) others 
contend it is based on earlier traditions that go back as far as the sixth 
century C.E. 
 

According to the Kebra Nagast, the Queen of Sheba was the beautiful 
queen of Ethiopia. The Kebra Nagast states that on her return from 
Jerusalem, the Queen of Sheba gave birth to Solomon’s firstborn son, 
known as Menelik in the Ethiopian tradition. As a young man, Menelik 
journeyed to Jerusalem, where King Solomon received him with 
honour. When Solomon announced his intention to appoint Menelik as 
his heir, the next king of Israel, Menelik refused; his desire was to 
return home. Saddened that his firstborn was leaving, Solomon 
ordered the firstborn sons of the elders of the kingdom to accompany  

According to the Bible, the unnamed 
Queen of Sheba, having heard of 
King Solomon’s wisdom, travelled to 
Jerusalem to test him. His reputation 
proved justified: “Solomon answered 
all her questions” (1 Kings 10:3). She 
presented Solomon with gifts of gold, 
spices and precious stones. And she 
praised “the Lord your God, who has 
delighted in you and set you on the 
throne of Israel” (1 Kings 10:9). 
Solomon reciprocated with gifts, and 
the Queen of Sheba “returned to her 
own land” (1 Kings 10:13; see also 
 2 Chronicles 9). No mention is made 
in the Bible of the queen’s beauty, of 
a love affair with King Solomon or of 
the queen’s bearing King Solomon a 
son. Why then is the queen often 
perceived as a beautiful queen who 

had a love affair with the king? And why is it considered common 
knowledge that this queen came from Ethiopia? 

javascript:OpenBibleRef('http://members.bib-arch.org/bible.asp?VerseIDMin=9083&VerseIDMax=9083&')
javascript:OpenBibleRef('http://members.bib-arch.org/bible.asp?VerseIDMin=9089&VerseIDMax=9089&')
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javascript:OpenBibleRef('http://members.bib-arch.org/bible.asp?VerseIDMin=11366&VerseIDMax=&')


CHAPEL OF THE 
TABLET. According to 
the Kebra Nagast, the 
Ark of the Covenant 
travelled with Menelik, 
the son of the Queen of 
Sheba and King 
Solomon, from Israel to 
Ethiopia. To this day, 
many Ethiopians believe 
that the real Ark of the 
Covenant resides within 
the Chapel of the Tablet 
next to the Church of 
Maryam Tsion in Aksum. 

 

Ethiopian Christians see the presence of the Ark in Ethiopia as 
physical proof that they are God’s chosen people, both in the flesh 
and in the spirit. Their kings were seen as direct descendants of the 
House of David, rulers by divine right. This view of themselves as 
Israel after the flesh and not only after the spirit may have been one of 
the reasons leading to the development of a number of unique 
qualities of the Ethiopian Church: Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity 
sees many of the religious laws of the Old Testament, and not only of 
the New Testament, as binding. Ethiopian Christians circumcise their 
sons on the eighth day, like the Jews. They observe Biblical dietary 
laws. They consider Saturday a holy day. 

Menelik and establish a new Israel in Ethiopia. 

Before Menelik departed, an angel told the son of the Israelite high 
priest who was to accompany Menelik to make a replica of the Ark of 
the Covenant and to replace the Ark in the Holy of Holies of the 
Temple with its replica. Only during the journey to Ethiopia did 
Menelik discover that the true Ark of the Covenant was being carried 
in his entourage. In the meantime, Solomon discovered that the true 
Ark had been removed from the Temple, but he was divinely 
instructed not to have it returned. It was God’s will that the Ark—and 
with it, God’s grace—would depart from Israel (and its people) and 
reside in Ethiopia. To this day, Ethiopian Christians claim that the Ark 
of the Covenant resides in a chapel next to the Church of Maryam 
Tsion (Mary of Zion), the central church of the ancient Ethiopian 
capital, Aksum. 



 

You might like to know that 
last Wednesday (31st 
August) St John’s Church 
Council agreed to the quote 
put in by the builders for the 
church refurbishment . So 
now we are waiting  for the 
contracts to be signed. From 
that date it will be probably 
about 2 weeks before work 
starts. The estimated re-
ordering time is about 20 

weeks (22 allowing for a 2 week Christmas break) So, if all goes well 
we are looking at the end of February for the 1st phase to be 
completed. Please continue to pray, there's many a slip twixt cup and 
lip.      Cathy  

See Daphne for further details. 

ST MICHAEL’S SERVICE  

ON 

SUNDAY 25th SEPTEMBER 

Is at 11.15am  in the Erringden Room 



Are you interested in the Environment Agencies flood defence plan 
for Mytholmroyd?  What will the plan look Like? Then why not pop 
along to The  E.A. Information Centre. It is located on the Community 
Centre car park in Mytholmroyd. 

Opening hours: 

Monday 10am - 4pm 

Wednesday 1pm - 7pm 

 Friday 10am - 4pm 

Or contact:  
 
Alison.Carlton@volkerstevin.co.uk Tel:01422 884 536 
 
There is a water model at the drop in centre.  You can see the effects 
that  bridges, vegetation and width constrictions have on the water 
flow through Mytholmroyd.    

At 7.30pm 



 

Here are some common sayings.  But what do they 

mean and where do they come from? 

 

More than you can shake a stick at 
Meaning: Having more of something than you need 
History: Farmers controlled their sheep by shaking their staffs to 
indicate where the animals should go. When farmers had more sheep 
than they could control, it was said they had “more than you can 
shake a stick at.” 

No spring chicken 
Meaning: Someone who is past his prime 
History: New England chicken farmers generally sold 
chickens in the spring, so the chickens born in the 
springtime yielded better earnings than the chickens 
that survived the winter. Sometimes, farmers tried to 
sell old birds for the price of a new spring chicken. 
Clever buyers complained that the fowl was “no spring 
chicken,” and the term came to represent anyone past 
their prime. 

Pleased as punch 
Meaning: To be very happy 
History: A 17th century puppet show for children called Punch and 
Judy featured a puppet named Punch who always killed people. The 
act of killing brought him pleasure, so he felt pleased with himself 
afterwards. 

Waking up on the wrong side of the bed 
Meaning: Waking up in a bad mood 
History: The left side of the body 
or anything having to do with the 
left was often associated 
considered sinister. To ward off 
evil, innkeepers made sure the left 
side of the bed was pushed 
against a wall, so guests had no 
other option but to get up on the 
right side of the bed. 



Rub up the wrong way 
Meaning: To irritate, bother, or annoy someone 
History: In colonial America, servants were required to wet-rub and 
dry-rub the oak-board floors each week. Doing it against the grain 
caused streaks to form, making the wood look awful and irritating the 
homeowner. 

Rule of Thumb 
Meaning: A common, ubiquitous benchmark 
History: Legend has it that 17th century English Judge Sir Francis 
Buller ruled it was permissible for a husband to beat his wife with a 
stick, given that the stick was no wider than his thumb. 

Show your true colours 
Meaning: To reveal one’s true nature 
History: Warships used to fly multiple flags to confuse their enemies. 
However, the rules of warfare stated that a ship had to hoist its true 
flag before firing and hence, display its country’s true colours. 

Spill the beans 
Meaning: To reveal a secret 
History: In Ancient Greece, beans were used 
to vote for candidates entering various 
organizations. One container for each 
candidate was set out before the group 
members, who would place a white bean in the 
container if they approved of the candidate and 
a black bean if they did not. Sometimes a 
clumsy voter would accidentally knock over the jar, revealing all of the 
beans and allowing everyone to see the otherwise confidential votes. 

Saved by the bell 
Meaning: Rescued from an 
unwanted situation 
History: As scary as it sounds, being 
buried alive was once a common 
occurrence. People who feared 
succumbing to such a fate were 
buried in special coffins that 
connected to a bell above ground. At 
night, guards listened for any bells in 
case they had to dig up a living 
person and save them “by the bell.” 



Visit us on our website or social media 

 

http://www.erringdenbenefice.org.uk/ 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/640043109395257/ 

https://twitter.com/EBenefice 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/131230091@N08/sets/

with/72157653777335906 

Deadline for November magazine is 15th October 

PARISH CONTACTS 

Vicar  

Revd Cathy Reardon   01422 883944   

reardoncathy@gmail.com 
 

Assistant Ministers      

Revd Martin Macdonald   01422 881543 

Revd Graham Cansdale   01422 706761 

Revd Marcus Bull                 01422 614759 
 

Lay Reader 

Jane Hoyle           01422 882659     
 

Churchwardens 

St Michael’s                                                         St John’s 

Eric Alston          01422 883911                                                 Julie Harris   01422 885183 

Ruth Crossley   01422 847294                 Ed Talbot     01422 884435 
 

Magazine  Alan Reardon   01422 883944                                                              

reardonalan@gmail.com 
 

St Michael’s Hall Bookings   07948 105509                                             

(Due to floods only the Erringden Room is currently available)  

St Michael’s services are at 11.15am in the Roman Catholic Church 

each Sunday.   


